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Answer Question No.1 (Part-1) which is compulsory, any eight from Part-II and any two from Part-III. 

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks. Symbols used have their usual meaning. 
 Part- I 
Q1 Only Short Answer Type Questions (Answer All-10)                                                  (02x10)) 

Suggested Words: How, Why, Determine, Derive, State, Write,  Create, etc 
a) Define Notch-out frequency.  
b) What is an all-pass filter? Where and why it is needed?   
c) State the principles of oscillators.   

d) 
In a shunt-compensated amplifier adjusted for critical damping, the rise time is improved by the factor 
of _________ over the uncompensated case. 

 

e) Are there any difference between differential amplifier running as open loop mode and a comparator?  
f) Distinguish between wideband and narrowband filters  
g) How biasing affect the operation of multivibrators?  
h) What is commutating capacitor? Why and where it is used?  
i) What do mean by Negative resistance? Explain  
j) Define rise time and give its expression for cascaded compensated stages.  
  Part- II  

Q2 Only Focused-Short Answer Type Questions-  (Answer Any Eight out of Twelve) (06x08) 
Analyze, Justify, Design, Formulate, Calculate, Develop, Illustrate, Explain, Distinguish, Differences & 

Similarities 
a) Design a 50Hz active notch RC filter with C=0.068mF. Specify all the components properly.  

b) 
Design a circuit using VCO which will give output center frequency of 10KHz. Draw the circuit diagram. 
Specify all the components.   

 

c) Describe how bandwidth of an amplifier is calculated using square wave testing.  

d) Show that the rise-time of two-stage amplifier is 1.53 times that of single stage.   

e) Describe different compensation methods with suitable diagrams.  

f) Explain with a neat sketch the operation principle of Astable Emitter-coupled multivibrator.  

g) 
What are advantages and disadvantages of voltage time base generators over current time base 
generators? 

 

h) 
Do all integrators act as low pass filters? Justify. Explain how to find transfer function of a high pass 
filter if transfer function of a low pass filter is available with us. 

 

i) 
How would you realize a voltage-to-frequency converter? Explain by drawing a neat diagram and 
derive necessary equations. 

 

j) 
Draw and explain the circuit diagram of an Instrumentation amplifier. Derive the output voltage of a 
typical instrumentation amplifier. 

 

k) Draw and explain a simple current sweep circuit.  

l) Prove es=2It=8ed where es=slope error, It=transmission error, ed=displacement error.  
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Part-III 

  Only Long Answer Type Questions (Answer Any Two out of Four) (02X16) 

Discuss, Describe, Examine, Classify, Prove, Evaluate, Compare, Contrast, etc 

Q3 
Draw the internal circuit of a 555 timer and write a brief note on it. Describe how a 555 timer can be 
used as monostable and astable multi-vibrators. 

 

Q4 
Discuss the principle of operation of a Schmitt trigger circuit. Design a Schmitt trigger circuit for the 
following specifications: UTP=8V, LTP=5V, Vcc=15V, Ic(sat)=2mA, hFE(min)=25. 

 

Q5 Draw the block diagram for a phase locked loop system (PLL). State and explain applications of such 
devices.  

 

Q6 Explain the operation of a transistor Miller time-base generator with suitable circuit diagram. 
Derive the sweep speed error. State its use and its advantages and disadvantages.  
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